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2018 ITE-PR Spring Meeting 

Transportation Resilience in Puerto Rico:  

Adaptation to Climate Change and Extreme Weather Events 

Registration 

7:45 am to 8:00 am Room: Esteban Terrats 

Morning Session 

8:00 am to 8:05 am Welcome Speech Zaida Rico, ITE-PR President 

8:05 am to 8:20 am ITE Presentation and Resources 
Shawn Leight, ITE International 

Past President 

8:20 am to 8:55 am 
Transportation Infrastructure Planning:  

A New Framework Based on Resilience  
Hans Figueroa, PE 

8:55 am to 9:20 am 

Status and Lessons Learned of Puerto Rico’s 

Transportation Infrastructure as a Result of 

Hurricane Maria 

Benjamín Colucci Ríos, PE, PhD 

9:20 am to 9:30 am Break Room: Salgado 

9:30 am to 10:20 am 
Resilience in Puerto Rico: Adaptation to Climate 

Change and Extreme Weather Events 
Aurelio Mercado, PhD 

10:20 am to 11:00 am Resilience Importance and FHWA Requirements Tina Hodges, FHWA 

11:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Transportation Engineering Approach to 

Climate Change 
Robert Hayman, FHWA 

Lunch 

12:00 pm to 1:00 pm Room: Esteban Terrats  

Afternoon Session 

1:00 pm to 2:10 pm Climate Resilience Tools Demonstration 
Tina Hodges & Robert Hayman, 

FHWA 

2:10 pm to 2:20 pm ITE-PR Announcements ITE-PR Section 

2:20 pm to 2:30 pm Break Room: Salgado 

2:30 pm to 5:00 pm Climate Resilience Tools Workshop 
Tina Hodges & Robert Hayman, 

FHWA 

5:00 pm to 5:10 pm Closing ITE-PR Section & Participants 
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Zaida Rico, PE, PhD 

ITE-PR President 

Mensaje de la presidenta 

Estimados colegas: 

Buenos días. Se dirige a ustedes Zaida E. Rico Rolón, actual presidenta de la Sección de Puerto Rico 

del Instituto de Ingenieros en Transportación. Primero deseo agradecer a Dios por permitirnos 

estar aquí hoy. 

Con gran alegría y profundo agradecimiento, los recibimos en nuestro primer gran evento de este 

año 2018. La Junta Directiva ha preparado con gran esfuerzo y dedicación esta actividad con el fin 

de proveerles una experiencia educativa de interés contemporáneo y de utilidad en nuestra 

profesión. Esperamos que sea de su agrado. 

Desde el pasado año se comenzó a preparar este tema para la conferencia anual técnica en 

noviembre 2017. Lamentablemente no se pudo efectuar debido al paso del huracán María. Este 

evento climatológico nos resaltó lo importante que es conservar un sistema de transportación 

reciliente, capaz de volver a su operación normal en un tiempo razonable. Poco a poco y con el 

empeño y esfuerzo de todos nosotros lograremos esa meta. 

I would like to thank Mr. Shawn Leight, Immediate Past President of ITE International, for being 

with us today and for all of his efforts to support us after the hurricane María passing. Mr. Leight 

orchestrated a fund raising campaign. Through ITE-PR section, those funds were donated to the Mi 

Casa Segura initiative of the CIAPR, CAAP, and Caño Martín Peña Foundation. Thanks Shawn! 

Agradezco a nuestros presentadores por hacer realidad esta actividad. Gracias Dr. Aurelio 

Mercado, Ing. Hans Figueroa y Dr. Benjamín Colucci. Thanks to our speakers for making real this 

activity today. Thanks Tina Hodges, Robert Hayman. 

También deseo agradecer a los miembros de la Junta, Lynette Alicea (vicepresidenta), Wilfredo 

Cordero (secretario), Gustavo García (tesorero) e Ivelisse Gorbea (pasada presidenta), quienes han 

hecho posible la actividad de hoy. 

Un agradecimiento especial a la ingeniera Marilú De La Cruz, presidenta del Instituto de 

Ingenieros Civiles del CIAPR, quien ha estado trabajando con nosotros para hacer posible esta 

actividad en la sede del Colegio. 

Finalmente, muchas gracias a todos ustedes por venir. Esperamos que disfruten de la actividad. 

Sinceramente, 

Zaida E. Rico Rolón, P.E., Ph. D. 

Presidente 

ITE-PR Section 
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Shawn Leight 
ITE International Immediate Past 

President 

Eng. Shawn Leight has a Master of Science in Transportation Engineering from the 

University of Wisconsin at Madison (1997) and a Bachelor of Science in Environmental 

Engineering from the United States Military Academy at West Point, 1993. Mr. Leight is 

a Professional Engineer (PE) in: Colorado, Illinois, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, 

North Carolina, and Wisconsin. Also, is a Professional Traffic Operations Engineer 

(PTOE) and a Professional Transportation Planner (PTP) as Certified by the 

Transportation Professional Certification Board (Affiliated with ITE). 

Mr. Leight has been heavily involved in professional organizations that support the 

transportation engineering industry. He has previously serve as the President of the 

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), Missouri Valley Section of ITE (MOVITE), 

and Transportation Engineering Association of Metropolitan St. Louis (TEAM StL). 

Actually Mr. Leight is Vice President of CBB Transportation Engineers + Planners, and 

Adjunct Professor of Transportation Engineering at Washington University in St. Louis,  

where he taught traffic engineering and transportation planning since 2003. As Vice 

President at CBB, Mr. Leight lead the firm’s day-to-day project delivery and business 

development efforts. His work has included virtually every stage of project 

development and have been fortunate to be a part of several innovative projects such 

as the New I-64 Project in St. Louis; which won the 2010 AASHTO America's Best 

Transportation Project award. 

Shawn’s passion is developing multi-modal transportation solutions that improve 

communities by forging relationships and advancing forward thinking solutions. He 

work to create successful transportation systems that provide choice and integrate 

community needs with the spectrum of available transportation options.  
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Hans Figueroa-Sweet, PE 
Technical Leader of Water Resources, 

CSA Group 

Transportation Infrastructure Planning; A New 

Framework Based on Resilience 
 

Abstract: 

Resilience relates to the capacity of a system to survive, adapt, and grow, no matter what kind of chronic stress 

or acute shock is experienced. Infrastructure is typically provided to address a chronic stress within the 

environment that we live in. Conventional infrastructure is based on codes and standards to address defined 

hazards, and on achieving performance conditions to satisfy immediate needs. While this approach has the 

potential to provide reliability, it may alleviate or exacerbate the chronic stress. Resilient infrastructure 

considers new and dynamic hazards, and may include designs that are performance based and add robustness 

and redundancy. This approach ensures continuity of a critical service, and provides reliability and address long

-term needs and emergency scenarios. However, it may or may not alleviate completely the chronic stress. 

Sustainable infrastructure focuses on maximizing resource efficiency and systematic performance by integrating 

environmental and social aspects in the planning phase to minimize negative impacts. By fostering long-term 

and integrated planning and empowering a broad range of stakeholders, the manmade assets will enhance the 

natural assets. Resilience Infrastructure is the next step in the evolution of infrastructure that considers both 

dynamic hazards and chronic stresses. By promoting leadership and effective management, the social, 

economic, and environmental benefits are leveraged so that the design is informed by the desired outcome that 

surpasses the project scope. Resilience Infrastructure supports livelihood, employment, promotes cohesive and 

engaged communities, and ensures social stability, security, and justice. A necessary step in planning resilience 

infrastructure involves the evaluation of co-benefits of a planned infrastructure project. These co-benefits can 

have an impact at the project or at the system level. Furthermore, these co-benefits may be of importance at 

different phases of the project lifecycle, including design/planning, construction, or operation/maintenance. 

Depending on the co-benefits identified, there will be several levers influenced by each, including government 

funding, government assets or the private sector. A broad intervention of project benefits, with influence in a 

variety of  

levers ensures that the planned infrastructure achieves resilience. 

Biography 
Hans X. Figueroa-Sweet is the Technical Leader for Water Resources at CSA Group. He is a Civil Engineer with a 

Master’s Degree in Environmental Engineer from Georgia Tech. He has 24 years of experience in the private 

sector working for several consulting and design engineering firms in Puerto Rico and US. As an expert in water 

resources management, he has been continuously engaged in projects where the natural infrastructure is 

incorporated with the built infrastructure to work hand-inhand in providing an environmentally safe and 

compliant system that increases the livability of an  urban activity. In recent years. Mr. Figueroa has been the 

leader at CSA Group in a partnership with the 100 Resilient Cities program pioneered by the Rockefeller 

Foundation. As part of this program, CSA Group will provide technical services to assist cities in the 

implementation of their resilience strategy. CSA Group has offices in 5 cities that are members of the 100 

Resilient Cities program.  
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Benjamín Colucci Ríos, PhD, PE, 

PTOE, FITE 
ITE-PR Past President  

PR-LTAP Director 

Status and Lessons Learned of Puerto Rico’s Transportation 

Infrastructure as a Result of Hurricane Maria 

 

Abstract: 

On September 20th, 2017, Puerto Rico experienced the direct strike of Hurricane Maria, a high-end category 4 

hurricane, was the most intense and severe storm to landfall on the Island over the last 90 years. As a result, Puerto 

Rico experienced severe island-wide impacts, including 64 officially confirmed deaths, a health crisis and the 

collapse of multiple infrastructure systems, with transportation facilities among these. According to the Office of 

the Governor, damages to the transportation sector amount to $7.4 billion, which, together with the logistical 

constraints of an island environment, represent a major challenge for transportation professionals in the response 

and recovery process. The challenges associated with the strike of the Hurricane manifest in three types of 

settings: urban, coastal and mountain areas. In urban areas, damage to roadside appurtenances and traffic control 

devices resulted in congestion, pedestrian hazards and difficulty in sustaining mass transit, freight and disaster 

relief operations. In coastal areas, the combined effect of storm surge and floodplain inundation resulted in 

interruption of traffic, damage to bridge facilities and erosion along shorelines with coastal infrastructure. Finally, 

in mountain environments, total rainfall reaching up to 38” triggered numerous landslides and floods, thus 

obstructing access routes to communities and key infrastructure assets. Other general challenges affected all 

transportation infrastructure components. Debris obstruct transportation facilities and their clean-up represents an 

additional loading strain on weakened pavements and bridges. Lack of electrical power impeded the operation of 

street lighting, traffic signals, ITS equipment and the Tren Urbano, the metro system of the San Juan Metropolitan 

Area. Interruptions to telecommunications adversely affected the logistical operations required for disaster relief 

aid deployment and the return to everyday activities.  

 

The presentation will initially include an overview, status and challenges of Puerto Rico’s transportation 
infrastructure as a result of a direct impact of Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico with emphasis on urban, coastal and 

mountain areas. The second part will concentrate on lessons learned on transportation infrastructure resilience in 
the face of major natural disasters. Finally, a combination of renewed methodologies for the protection of critical 

infrastructure assets, deployment of innovative technologies and practices for improved disaster preparedness 

and response, and the redesign of vulnerable infrastructure components such that these are not as prone to failure 

will be presented.  

Biography: 

Dr. Benjamín Colucci holds a bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering in 1978 from the University of Puerto Rico at 

Mayagüez (RUM), a Master's and Doctorate from Purdue University with a specialty in Transportation and in 2009 

he obtained a Juris Doctor from the Faculty of Law Eugenio María de Hostos in Mayagüez. 

 

He is currently Professor of the Department of Civil Engineering and Surveying of the RUM and a founding 

member and Director of the Transportation Technology Transfer Center, which for a period of 32 years  has trained 

over 30,000  professionals in the area of transportation in the 78 municipalities of Puerto Rico and the Virgin 

Islands. In addition, he was nominated a Distinguished Civil Engineer 2014 by the Institute of Civil Engineers (IIC) 

of the College of Engineers and Surveyors of Puerto Rico (CIAPR), Caribbean Vice-President of the Pan American 
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Union of Engineers Associations (UPADI): 2015-2017, Vice-President of the Caribbean of the Latin American and 

Caribbean Consortium of Engineering Institution (LACCEI): 2017-2019, since 2011 is the Spokesperson in Puerto 

Rico of the Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020 and since October 2012 was named Director of the Abertis 

Chair in Puerto Rico. 

 

In his administrative career, he served as Acting Dean of the College of Engineering, Associate Director of the 
Department of Civil Engineering, Coordinator of the Dwight David Eisenhower Scholarship Program of the Federal 

Highway Administration, Director         of the Business Training and Local Technical Assistance Program (ETTAP) 

and of the Professional Development Programs UPR / MIT / Urban Train and UPR / PUPR / Integrated Transportation 

Alternative (ATI). In addition, it has collaborated in the accreditation process of ABET for the Engineering College 

of the RUM. In tasks associated with the development of the profession, he was past President of the Institute of 

Engineers in Transportation of Puerto Rico (ITE) and President of the Technical Committee of Civil Engineering of 

CIAPR, President of the Editorial Board of the Dimension Magazine of CIAPR and The Digital Magazine The Column 

of the IIC, Representative of the Institute of Civil Engineers before the Committee of Education and Member of the 

History Committee of CIAPR. In the international field of transportation, it is certified as "Professional Traffic 

Operation Engineer" (PTOE) of the ITE. In the academic phase he has taught courses at sub-graduate level of 

design and layout of curves, road engineering, structural design of pavements, asphalt mixtures, pavement 

management and road safety, among others. 

 

He presented the findings of the different research projects in technical congresses in the United States, Central 

and South America, Spain and Portugal and in technical committees of various professional and international 

organizations of which he is a member (ICA, ASCE, CLATPU, COPIMERA, COINAR, ICEE, IRF, ITE, LACCEI, LTAP, 

TRB and UPADI). He has coordinated international congresses associated with transportation in Puerto Rico and the 

United States. He has offered more than one hundred seminars in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands associated with 

transportation. Dr. Colucci was one of the precursors of the establishment of the Doctoral Program in 

Transportation in the RUM. In terms of professional associations, it belongs to or has belonged to the ACI, ARTBA, 
ASCE, ASTM, Chi Epsilon, CIAPR, ITE, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Phi, TRB, among others. 

 

For 22 years he was a consultant to the Department of Transportation and Public Works (DTOP) and Roads and 
Transportation Authority (ACT) in different facets associated with the planning, design, inspection and 

administration of highway and highway projects, including the development and technical revision of manuals, 

specifications and plans Models for the Agency. He has served as expert in civil and criminal cases of road crash 

reconstruction in the last 25 years  in the State and Federal Courts of the country. He has worked in research 

projects associated with evaluation of pavements, truck weighing, non-destructive tests, asphalt mixtures, road 

safety, speed limits, mechanical arms, motor crashes, Urban Train, among others. 

 

He has received several awards such as:  FHWA Administrator’s Public Service Award, Distinguished Professor 
and Productivity Prize of the Department of Civil Engineering, Distinguished Professor of the Chapter of Mayagüez 

of CIAPR, Distinguished Researcher of the UPR System and Distinguished Former Student of the UPR. He has also 

been recognized for the outstanding work done as Co-Director of the Transportation Technology Transfer Center 

granted by the Department of Civil Engineering and Surveying, the office of the Rector of the RUM, the Institute of 

Civil Engineers, the Senate of Puerto Rico and By the Governor of Puerto Rico and Distinguished Collegiate of the 

Chapter of Mayagüez of the CIAPR 2007-2008. In community service, he established the Engineering Projects in 
Community Service Program co-sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and Purdue University. In 

addition, it collaborated with the establishment of the University Institute for the Development of the Communities 

in the RUM. 

Dr. Colucci is happily married to Prof. Lizette Bisot 39 years  ago and has two children, Iris Lizette and Benjamín III. 

Benjamín Colucci Ríos, PhD, PE, 

PTOE, FITE 
ITE-PR Past President  

PR-LTAP Director 
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Potential effects of coastal flooding on inland infrastructure 

due to sea level rise and coastal hazards 
 

Abstract: 

Maps have been updated showing the potential of coastal flooding due to storm surges from hurricanes along all of 

our coast. These maps, in the kmz format (Google Earth) for now, allow users to evaluate the location of any coastal 

property, or infrastructure, as to their exposure to seawater flooding. The effect of sea level rise has been included 

in the mapping. The maps allow for an evaluation of the potential effects of a hurricane on coastal infrastructure, 

including roads and highways. At the same time, a sea level rise watch for Puerto Rico has been created via a web 

page in which graphs are given showing how sea level has been raising around the island, and examples are given 

of how this effect is being manifested around the island. Related with this, a project is in the planning to document, 

and quantify, the upwelling of the water table near the coast, and the impact it is having on coastal infrastructure.  

 

Biography: 
Aurelio Mercado-Irizarry is a full-professor of Physical Oceanography at the Department of Marine Sciences at the 

University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus. He was educated at the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and the Rosenstiel School of Marine 

and Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Miami. Since coming back to UPRM he has worked on the topic of 

coastal hazards, starting with the revision of the coastal Flood Insurance Rate Maps for FEMA in the 1980s, followed 

by the preparation of tsunami flood maps for FEMA and NOAA (having worked three years full-time  for NOAA in 

the preparation of tsunami flood maps), and presently is still working on tsunami and storm surge projects 

sponsored by NOAA and the Department of Environmental and Natural Resources of Puerto Rico. To this list of 

coastal hazards, during the last decade he has added the topic of climate change, especially sea level rise. He has 

been a consultant to many private companies on the topics of coastal flooding and defenses, both locally and in the 

Caribbean region, to the local government, the Corps of Engineers, FEMA, NOAA, the United Nations Development 

Program, and the British Virgin Islands. For several years was part of the USA delegation to the IOC Tsunami 

Warning Tsunami and Other Coastal Hazards Warning System for the Caribbean Sea and Adjacent Regions, 

member of the International Union of Geology and Geodesy International Tsunami Commission, and is presently a 

member of the Puerto Rico Climate Change Council and of the group preparing the USA 4th National Climate 

Change Assessment.  

 

 

Aurelio Mercado Irizarry, PhD 
Physical Oceanography Professor, 

UPRM  
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Robert Hyman 
Environmental Protection Specialist, 

FHWA 

Resilience Importance and FHWA Requirements 
 

Biography: 

Tina Hodges is an Environmental Protection Specialist at the US Department of 

Transportation, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  She conducts research, 

technical assistance and outreach to improve the sustainability of transportation 

networks and enhance the resilience of transportation to climate change impacts.  

She has twelve years of experience on these issues at FHWA and the Federal 

Transit Administration.  Prior to that, she carried out policy advocacy for a non-

profit.  She holds a Masters in Public Policy from the University of Maryland. 

Tina Hodges 
Environmental Protection Specialist, 

FHWA 

Transportation Engineering Approach to Climate 

Change 
 

Biography: 

Rob Hyman is an Environmental Protection Specialist on FHWA’s Sustainable 

Transport and Resilience Team.  Mr. Hyman holds Masters degrees in Civil and 

Environmental Engineering and in Technology and Policy from MIT, and a B.A. in 

Earth and Planetary Sciences from Harvard University. He managed the Gulf Coast 

2 Study and the Transportation Engineering Approaches to Climate Resilience 

(TEACR) study. 
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Tina Hodges 
Environmental Protection Specialist, 

FHWA 

Robert Hyman 
Environmental Protection Specialist, 

FHWA 

During the morning panel session, FHWA technical experts will present findings and 

methods from FHWA’s research and technical assistance program on climate resilience, 

which seeks to provide transportation professionals with the tools they need to plan and 

design transportation systems and infrastructure to meet current and future climate and 

extreme weather hazards. FHWA staff will present the FHWA Climate Adaptation Framework 

and associated tools, the results of FHWA-funded climate resilience pilots at state DOTs and 

MPOs, and findings from FHWA’s Transportation Engineering Approaches to Climate 

Resilience (TEACR) study. FHWA staff will also discuss federal requirements and best 

practices for incorporating resilience into transportation planning, project development, and 

asset management.  

During the afternoon workshop, participants will take part in group discussions and 

exercises geared towards helping them apply the information and methods to their own 

work.  At the end of the day, participants will:  

1) Understand the relevance of climate resilience to transportation planning, project 

development, design, operations, maintenance, and asset management. 

2) Understand federal requirements for incorporating resilience into transportation planning 

and asset management. 

3) Be familiar with FHWA tools for analyzing transportation vulnerabilities to climate change 

and improving resilience.  

4) 4) understand how to apply available tools to improve the resilience of their 

transportation plans, programs, and projects to current and future climate and extreme 

weather impacts.  
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The ITE-PR 2018 Board thanks all of you! 

Zaida Rico 

President 

Lynnette Alicea 

Vice-president 

Wilfredo Cordero 

Secretary 

Gustavo García 

Treasurer 

Ivelisse Gorbea 

Past President 

OUR VISION 

To be the organization of choice for individual 

transportation professionals who are responsible 

for meeting society’s needs for a safe, secure, 

reliable, efficient and sustainable surface   

transportation system. 

 

OUR MISSION 

Become the central point of reference and actions 

for the exchange of professional information, 

promotion of professional development, support of 

educational partners, promote public awareness of 

transportation issues, provide leadership for the 

profession and advocacy on behalf of the 

profession. 
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FOLLOW US ON: 

www.facebook.com/ITEprsection/ 

www.twitter.com/ite_pr 

ENTER NOW TO OUR WEBPAGE: www.itepr.org 


